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WELCOME TO THE 11TH EDITION OF THE BOND REPORT
The New York City real estate market can best be described as a tale of two markets. On one end, you have the upper
luxury market, a submarket that has come to dominate new development leading to oversupply and under-demand.
On the other end, you have the “real homes for real people” market where inventory has been in short supply and
pricing has been competitive. These two markets tell very different stories as to how the market is performing and
need to be considered differently.
On the real homes side, there has been a small increase in resale inventory, however, as in past quarters, there is still
not enough to shift the market completely to the buyer side. This means we can expect a consistent and stable market
which translates to a healthy one. Sellers can expect to see their homes move quickly if they are priced correctly. And
while we don’t expect to see too much of an adjustment in well-priced homes because the demand remains strong
and the supply less than what it needs to be, buyers can expect a few more choices and an opportunity to make a well
considered home purchase. Overall, we expect this market sector to remain active at a steady pace in the coming months.
The new development market which is largely at the luxury level, with asking prices between $2,000 and $3,000 a
square foot throughout most Manhattan neighborhoods. There is good reason to expect this market to finally undergo
a substantial price correction in the coming months as a result of a glut of product and a considerably smaller buyer
pool. The health of this market sector depends on the current product being absorbed, and it will be interesting to see
how the new development market progresses over the next few quarters.
After speculation as to when it would happen, the Federal Reserve finally raised short-term interest rates. The increase
was by 0.25% with more plans to increase over the next 3 years, reaching 3.3% by 2019. The increase signifies a strong
economy and the Federal Reserve’s increasing confidence in where the economy is headed. What does this mean for
the real estate industry? Many insiders feel that this has been a long time coming and the immediate increase is not
expected to have too much of an impact on the market overall. However, we could experience a wait-and-see-period
on the part of sellers as to how buyers react to the increase in the next couple of months. They may delay listing their
properties until the spring.
Regardless of your position in the market, we are here to help you navigate its challenges and complexities. As leaders
in the industry, we can provide you with answers to your questions, address your specific needs and ensure you receive
extraordinary service.
We look forward to assisting you.
Noah Freedman, Partner,

BOND New York Real Estate
All source material for the BOND Report is provided by Urban Digs, Online Residential (OLR), and BOND New York’s proprietary listings database. This material is believed to be accurate, however is subject
to errors and omissions.
© 2016 BOND New York New York All material presented herein is intended for information purposes only. While information is believed to be correct, it is represented subject to errors, omissions, changes,
or withdrawals without notice. All property information, including but not limited to, square footage and number of bedrooms, is approximate. Exact measurements should be verified by your own attorney,
architect, engineer, or zoning expert. BOND New York is a broker that supports Equal Housing Opportunity.
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LOOKING FORWARD
While the BOND Report presents a
traditional historical snapshot of the
market, we first present two charts
indicating pending sales (listings in
contract) versus active listings (available
inventory), for both year-over-year
and within quarter 4 2015. This data
compares sales volume amidst real-time
inventory trends and offers the best
indication of where the market is going.

Market Trends December 2014 - December 2015
Pending Sales -6.70% and Active Listings +4.8%
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The number of pending sales within
quarter 4 2015 showed only a slight
increase of 5.3% and remained flat
compared to this time last year at -4%.
The number of active listings decreased
14.7% since the beginning of October
1, 2015, peaking in early November.
Overall, supply is up 11% since the start
of the year, a reflection of an increase in
available resale product as well as new
development inventory in the upper
luxury market. Accurately priced resale
inventory transactions are expected to
continue to be brisk, with properties
under $2 million selling quickly. Buyers
should expect continued competition
for the well-priced apartments. Unlike
the frenzied market at the start of 2015,
where bidding wars on properties
that had aspirational prices was the
norm, the current market is currently
undergoing an adjustment and sellers
will benefit the most from pricing
properties properly.
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Market Trends Within Qtr 4 2015
Pending Sales +5.3% and Active Listings -14.7%
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Most neighborhoods showed an increase
in pending sales within the quarter. The
Upper West Side showed the largest
number of pending sales with 282,
with the Upper East Side showing the
second largest with 228. The fewest
pending sales were in Nolita with 6 and
Hamilton Heights with 19.
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Source: UrbanDigs.com
Percentages Are Rounded.
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BOND HEAT INDEX

NUMBER OF PENDING SALES - 4TH QTR 2015
INWOOD/WASHINGTON HEIGHTS

HAMILTON HEIGHTS

37

19
EAST HARLEM

57

MORNINGSIDE HEIGHTS/HARLEM

126

UPPER EAST SIDE

228
UPPER WEST SIDE

MIDTOWN EAST/CENTER

282

133
MURRAY HILL

MIDTOWN SOUTH

140

62

GRAMERCY/FLATIRON

177
CHELSEA

KIPS BAY

145

41
GREENWICH VILLAGE

WEST VILLAGE

129

71

NOLITA

SOHO

6

43

EAST VILLAGE

TRIBECA

54

95

LOWER EAST SIDE

45
BATTERY PARK CITY

FINANCIAL DISTRICT/CIVIC CENTER

63

89

For a more in-depth analysis of your neighborhood, contact your BOND agent today.
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LOOKING BACK
QTR 4 2015

% CHG (QTR)

QTR 3 2015

% CHG (YR)

QTR 4 2014

Properties Sold

2260

-19.05%

2792

-40.84%

3820

Pending Sales

3309

+5.28%

3143

-6.66%

3545

Avg Price

$1,925,736

+13.34%

$1,699,093

+9.05%

$1,765,993

Median Price

$1,115,000

+14.36%

$975,000

+15.39%

$966,319

$1,501.34

+8.91%

$1,378.50

+8.08%

$1,389.12

11433

-2.89%

-6.74%

12260

Avg Price per Sq Ft
Total Inventory

The
of properties sold 3321
was down both -15.10%
quarter-over-quarter and
year-over-year at 19.05% and 40.84%
Totalnumber
New Inventory
3321
3048
respectively. These numbers reflect transactions that closed in the previous two quarters. The number of pending
sales (contracts signed) in quarter 4 2015 showed a small uptick at 5.28% quarter-over-quarter and down slightly
year-over-year by 6.66%. The median price marketwide was $1,115,0000. The average price was $1,925,736
and the average per square foot was $1,501.34. The number of days a property remained on the market was 55,
down from 65 at the start of the quarter.
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CLOSED SALES*
BY PRICE CATEGORY
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QTR 3 2015 QTR 4 2015
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BY PROPERTY TYPE
YEAR-OVER-YEAR
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BY PROPERTY TYPE
QUARTER-OVER-QUARTER
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CO-OP
CONDO

QTR 4 2014

48%
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*Percentages may not sum to 100 due to rounding
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CONDO MARKET MATRIX
QTR 4 2015 % CHG (QTR)

QTR 3 2015

% CHG (YR)

QTR 4 2014

Avg Price

$2,633,318

+12.46%

$2,341,482

+6.30%

$2,477,316

Median Price

$1,700,000

+15.25%

$1,475,000

+17.57%

$1,445,915

$1,728.47

+9.25%

$1,582.12

+9.34%

$1,580.87

$687,318

-1.95%

$701,000

+10.68%

$621,000

1 Bedroom (median)

$1,075,000

+6.45%

$1,009,900

+7.55%

$999,529

2 Bedroom (median)

$2,050,682

+9.16%

$1,878,671

+6.25%

$1,930,000

3+ Bedroom (median)

$4,417,600

+0.40%

$4,399,999

+19.72%

$3,690,000

Avg Price per Sq Ft
Studio (median)

Pending condo sales year-over-year showed a decrease of 11.2% year-over-year and almost no change within quarter 4
2015. There was a 10.8% increase in condo inventory compared to this time last year and a 10.2% decrease from the
start of quarter 4 2015. The average price showed an increase of 12.46% at $2,633,318. The median price increased
to $1,700,000 (15.25%) and the price per square foot increased to $1,728.47 (9.25%). The median condo price
for a studio and a three-plus bedroom showed almost no change, whereas the median condo two-bedroom-price
showed an increase of 9.16%.

Condo December 2014 - December 2015
Pending Sales -11.2% and Active Listings +10.8%
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Condo Within Quarter 4 2015
Pending Sales +2.1% and Active Listings -10.2%
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Source: UrbanDigs.com
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CO-OP MARKET MATRIX
QTR 4 2015 % CHG (QTR)

QTR 3 2015

% CHG (YR)

QTR 4 2014

$1,273,991

+5.48%

$1,207,760

+6.72%

$1,193,717

Median Price

$725,000

-3.33%

$750,000

+1.83%

$712,000

Avg Price per Sq Ft

$1087.13

+2.28%

$1062.90

+6.27%

$1023.02

Studio (median)

$416,000

-3.26%

$430,000

+4.26%

$399,000

1 Bedroom (median)

$695,000

0.00%

$695,000

+7.25%

$648,000

2 Bedroom (median)

$1,305,000

+0.38%

$1,300,000

+2.76%

$1,270,000

3+ Bedroom (median)

$2,925,000

+19.39%

$2,450,000

+8.33%

$2,700,000

Avg Price

Total Inventory
8338
-13.42%
6974
Overall,
co-op market prices remained
stable with the-6.82%
exception of the 3+6038
bedroom category
which showed a median
price
of 19.39% quarter-over-quarter.
The-19.75%
average price was $1,273,991
a 5.48%
increase quarter-overTotal increase
new Inventory
1698
1698
4.10%
1631
quarter and 6.72% increase year-over-year. The median co-op price for quarter 4 2015 was $725,000 compared
to $750,000 the previous quarter and $712,000 the previous year. Pending sales were down slightly 4.3% from
this time last year and increased 9.6% within the quarter. Co-ops continue to offer some price relief, although the
co-op application process remains as stringent as ever.

Co-op December 2014 - December 2015
Pending Sales -4.3% and Active Listings -6.4%
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Co-op Within Quarter 4 2015
Pending Sales +9.6% and Active Listings -23.2%
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LUXURY MARKET MATRIX
QTR 3 2015

% CHG (QTR)

QTR 2 2015

Avg Price

$7,715,782

+15.45%

$6,682,966

+1.52%

$7,600,000

Median Price

$5,900,000

+9.33%

$5,396,725

+25.53%

$4,700,000

$2821.43

+15.43%

$2,444.38

+16.20%

$2,428

Avg Price per Sq Ft

% CHG (YR) QTR 3 2014

The luxury market is defined as the top 10% of all co-op and condo transactions. The entry threshold for quarter
4 2015 was $4,097,365. The average price for quarter 4 2015 was $7,715,782. The median price for quarter 4
2015 was $5,900,00 up 9.33% quarter-over-quarter and 25.53% year-over-year. The average price per square
foot showed an increase of 15.43% quarter-over-quarter and 16.20% year-over-year at $2,821.43. These prices
reflect transactions from previous quarters and we can expect to see price corrections in the near future.

TOWNHOUSE MARKET MATRIX
QTR 3 2015

% CHG (QTR)

QTR 2 2015

% CHG (YR)

QTR 3 2014

Avg Price

$5,849,711

-19.01%

$7,222,403

-0.85%

$5,900,000

Median Price

$3,775,000

-11.18%

$4,250,000

-16.11%

$4,500,000

$1309.14

-14.69%

$1,534.64

-9.53%

$1,447

Avg Price per Sq Ft

The townhouse market is unique, with each property having its own price-determining characteristics. It also
has the smallest amount of inventory and as a result the smallest number of transactions compared to other
sub-markets. The average price for a townhouse in quarter 4 2015 was $5,849,711.77. The median price was
$3,775,000.00 and the average price per square foot was $1,309.14.

DID YOU KNOW...?
In 2014, the average cost of building an apartment was $585,370, three times what it
was just seven years before.
Source: Crain’s New York Business, 2015
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Our company is
commited to equal
housing opportunity

